Subjective Evaluation of Orchestral Music Recording Techniques for Three-Dimensional Audio
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ABSTRACT

A double-blind study was conducted to evaluate a recently developed microphone technique for three-dimensional orchestral music capture, optimized for 22.2 Multichannel Sound. The proposed technique was evaluated against a current 22.2 production standard for three-dimensional orchestral music capture, as well as a coincident, higher order ambisonics capture system: the Eigenmike™. Analysis of the results showed no significant difference in listener evaluation between the proposed technique and the current production standard in terms of the subjective attributes “clarity”, “scene depth”, “naturalness”, “environmental envelopment”, and “quality of orchestral image”.

1 Introduction

Recording Acoustic Music for 3D Playback

Howie et al. recently developed a new method for three-dimensional orchestral music recording, optimized for Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK)’s 22.2 Multichannel Sound (22.2) [1] [2]. The technique is designed to take advantage of several aspects of the 22.2 reproduction environment that make it uniquely suited to orchestral music reproduction. Featuring 10 playback channels at ear level, nine above the listener, and three below, 22.2 is one of the most advanced and robust of the currently standardized 3D audio formats [3]. Five frontal speakers at ear level, with a reproduction angle of 120º, and three below the listener allow for the creation of a large, stable orchestral image that gives the listener the impression of an idealized conductor’s perspective. An even spatial distribution of surrounding loudspeakers allows for realistic reproduction of early and late reflections, and a reverberant field that is highly decorrelated at all frequencies. These factors are key to achieving strong levels of listener envelopment [4 – 6] as well as a dimensional broadening of the sound source image [7]. Previous research [1] concluded that while the proposed recording technique performed well in informal listening tests that took place at five different 22.2 reproduction facilities, a more formal subjective evaluation was required.

Several authors have proposed microphone techniques for three-dimensional classical music recording, optimized for 9.1 or similar formats [8 – 11]. However, few of these new techniques have been examined through formal subjective listening tests. Ryaboy investigated perceptual differences between two recording techniques: Double MS+Z (a coincident technique that captures B-format signals), and Twins Square (a mixed spaced/coincident technique) [12]. Results of a double-blind listening test were reported as showing significant differences between the two techniques regarding “localization” (horizontal and vertical) and “perceived room size”.


Hamasaki et al., introduced a method for three-dimensional orchestral music recording as part of an investigation comparing 22.2 (though the three bottom channels were not used) with reduced playback conditions: 17.1 (FL and FR removed), 10.1 (mid-layer only) and 5.1 [13]. Hamasaki and Van Baelen describe an updated version of the same technique in [14]. When compared with stereo and 5.1 recordings of the same material, subjects in a listening test rated the three-dimensional recording significantly higher than stereo and 5.1 for a number of subjective attributes, including “deep”, “elevation”, “spaciousness”, “envelopment”, and “good sound”. The technique described by Hamasaki and his co-authors (or variations on said technique) has been used by NHK recording engineers for numerous orchestral music recordings, and is as such, considered a current production standard optimized for 22.2. No known publication has subjectively compared multiple three-dimensional capture methods optimized for 22.2.

Recording Array Comparisons for 5.1 Surround
Within the realm of 5.1 surround sound, there is far more literature exploring subjective comparisons and evaluations of recording techniques. Kassier et al. [15], and Heitala [16] examined differences between spaced (eg. Fukada Tree) and semi-spaced (eg. OCT surround) techniques. Within the context of an informal comparison, listeners consistently preferred Fukada Tree paired with Hamasaki Square [15]. Camerer and Sold [17], Kim et al., [18], Kamekawa et al., [19], Paquier et al., [20], A. Sitek and B. Kostek [21], and Peters et. al. [22] all undertook investigations that included evaluating perceptual differences and/or preferences between spaced, semi-spaced and coincident surround recording techniques. These publications often investigated different aspects of multichannel sound, and as such, depending on the research question, certain spaced or semi-spaced recording techniques tended to perform better than others. However, a consistent trend found within these publications is that regardless of the subjective or preference attribute(s) being investigated, coincident techniques tend to be rated on the negative end of the spectrum. This was true for 1st order ambisonics techniques [17, 18, 20-22], higher order ambisonics (HOA) [20], and Double MS [19].

Motivation
The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the newly proposed recording technique as compared with a current production standard for 22.2 optimized orchestral music capture in terms of salient spatial sound attributes. A secondary aim is to compare the performance of these two spaced techniques with a coincident, HOA-based capture system.

2 Recording Techniques Under Investigation
A detailed explanation of Technique 1’s design rational can be found in [1]. Primarily direct orchestral sound is captured by a modified “Decca Tree” of five omnidirectional microphones, the middle three of which are outfitted with acoustic pressure equalizers [37]. Three directional microphones placed 1m above the stage floor provide signal for the bottom channels, vertically extending and anchoring the orchestral image. Widely spaced directional microphones capture decorrelated, spatially diffuse ambiance, and are assigned to the remaining main layer and height channels. The technique is designed to retain the traditional “concert perspective” that is typical of most multichannel classical music recordings. Microphone orientation typically mirrors assigned playback channel orientation: for example, the TpFL microphone would have a horizontal orientation of around 60º, and a vertical orientation of approximately 45º.

Technique 2 was designed by Hamasaki and his co-authors, as described in [13] and [14]. The technique is a logical extension of Hamasaki’s earlier publications on multichannel music recording, particularly “Reproducing Spatial Impression With Multichannel Audio”; co-authored with Hiyama [23]. Direct sound from the orchestra is captured by an array of 5 supercardioid microphones, placed at equal intervals across the sound stage. In [13], ambient sound is captured with an array of laterally oriented bi-directional microphones – an extension of the well-known “Hamasaki Square” [23]. The
placement and spacing of the bi-directional microphones ensures minimal capture of direct and rear wall sound, and that the ambient sound field is decorrelated across the audible frequency spectrum. Several of these ambience microphones are assigned to the front channels, to be mixed in if the recording engineer feels the orchestral sound is too “dry”.

In [14] this approach is updated, using vertically oriented supercardioid microphones as height channels. This version of the technique is representative of current 3D orchestral music recordings being made by NHK recording engineers, and thus can be considered a de-facto production standard for 22.2. Neither [13] nor [14] specify microphones for the bottom channels. For this study, three Sankei CUB-01 miniature boundary microphones have been added to the technique, each placed as far down-stage as possible (see Fig. 1). These microphones were chosen for their minimal visual impact, an important factor in broadcast sound recording, as well as to contrast with the bottom channel microphones used in Technique 1.

**Technique 3**

As seen in the introduction, several studies comparing multichannel recording techniques have included coincident recording systems. When considering the complexity, cost, and time associated with setting up either Techniques 1 or 2, the potential advantages to using a single-point, ambisonics-based capture system become obvious. As such, for this study, the Eigenmike (em32) was chosen as a 3rd recording technique. The em32 from Mh acoustics is a spherical microphone array where each of the 32 capsules is calibrated for magnitude and phase response. The accompanying software Eigenstudio converts the microphone signals into 3rd order ambisonics b-format. 16 channels were recorded following the ACN channel order convention with N3D normalization [31]. The em32 was placed approximately 1m above the conductor.

3 Setup and Optimization of Recording Techniques

The three techniques under investigation were installed in Pollack Hall, a medium sized concert hall with a seating capacity of 590. The hall measures 36m long by 18m wide by 12m high. Reverb times for the empty hall are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (Hz)</th>
<th>63</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1k</th>
<th>2k</th>
<th>4k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT60</td>
<td>2.3s</td>
<td>2.0s</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td>1.8s</td>
<td>1.8s</td>
<td>1.7s</td>
<td>1.4s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: RT60 for Pollack Hall

The side and stage walls are equipped with acoustic curtains designed to decrease RT60. For this study, all acoustic curtains were “out” (removed) except for the stage curtains which were set to “¾ out” to control on-stage reflections.

The microphones for all three techniques were installed the day before a week of orchestral rehearsals, with the goal of having all three techniques fully optimized before recording the final dress rehearsal. All microphones were routed to RME Micstacy preamps and A/D converters. Two streams of optical MADI output from the Micstacys were routed via fibre optic lines to Studio 22, a multichannel audio mixing room in an adjacent building. Studio 22 is equipped with 28 full-range, two-way loudspeakers (Musik electronic Geithain GmbH M-25) and a stereo sub-woofer, arranged for reproduction of both 22.2 Multichannel Sound, and Auro 3D 9.1. The studio fulfills ITU-R BS.1116 requirements [24].

For Techniques 1 and 2, microphone choice and placement was based on [1], [13] and [14], as well as extensive experience recording orchestral music (see: Table 2 and Fig 1.) A current NHK production engineer provided valuable insight as to the optimization of Technique 2. Placement of the front five microphones for Technique 2 was based on available hanging points, and the increased “reach” of hypercardioid microphones as compared with omnidirectional microphones. Like the “Hamasaki Square”, Technique 2 included 3 frontal ambience (FrAmb) microphones to be mixed in with the direct orchestral sound as necessary. Microphones for all three techniques were either hung or placed on telescopic stands in the hall, depending on their desired height and location. Adjustments were made based on monitoring the orchestra’s rehearsals.
Table 2. Microphones used per technique. For a detailed explanation of channel naming, see [5].

Technique 3 Placement and Optimization

Professional recording engineers tend to place microphones based on previous experience, known best practices, and most importantly, what they hear in the monitoring environment. Recording with the Eigenmike, as such, presents a unique set of challenges. There is little published information detailing placement and optimization strategies for music recording using spherical HOA microphones, especially where the desired sound scene utilizes the traditional “ensemble in front, ambience surrounding” perspective. Daniels discusses several experimental recordings done with spherical HOA microphones, mixed for two-dimensional playback [25]. For a large ensemble recording where the goal was to keep the ensemble imaged in front of the listener, Daniels placed a 20 capsule HOA sphere near several other (unidentified) 5.1 microphone arrays. Barrett [26] and Power [27] both used the Eigenmike for music recording as part of their respective studies, but provided no methodology for placement and/or optimization.

The 32-channel output from the Eigenmike is recorded to a computer running Eigenstudio software via firewire output from an Emac acoustic EMIB termination box. There is no effective way to monitor a 22.2 rendering of these signals in real time. For this study, the beampattern of an omnidirectional microphone was sent from the Eigenstudio recording software to Studio 22 for monitoring. Though not ideal, this gave the recording team some degree of information (distance and balance of instrumental groups) for microphone placement optimization. The result was the Eigenmike being placed in the centre of Technique 1’s “Decca Tree” (Fig 1).

![Figure 1. Microphone placement, overhead view. Height is referenced to stage floor.](image)
4 Experimental Design

Creation of Stimuli

All three techniques simultaneously captured the final orchestral dress rehearsal: Techniques 1 and 2 were recorded to Pro Tools 10 at 96kHz/24bit resolution. Spot microphones for the woodwinds, bass and tympani were also recorded. Technique 3 was recorded to a separate laptop computer, whose audio interface was locked to the RME Micstacys’ master clock. A single, 30-second musical excerpt was chosen as stimuli – the passage contains dense orchestration representative of the piece it was derived from (Tchaikovsky’s 5th Symphony), and has a fairly even dynamic envelope.

The techniques under investigation were balanced by a team of three recording engineers with extensive professional experience recording and mixing orchestral music. It was observed that Technique 2 did not contain enough low frequency content for a satisfying mix, largely due to the low frequency roll-off typical of highly directional microphones. In accordance with [23], the FL and FR omnidirectional channels from Technique 1 were added to Technique 2’s mix, low-passed at 200Hz. Once ideal balances were achieved, 24-channel mixes of the musical excerpt were made for each technique.

To create an optimal 22.2 mix of the Eigenmike recording, a custom-made decoder for the speaker positions in Studio 22 was built. By using the Ambisonic Decoder Toolbox by Heller [33] the decoder matrix for a dual band All-Round decoder [32] was calculated, which allowed for adjustment of balance between high and low frequencies with phase matched filters per [34]. The crossover frequency (400Hz) and the gain for the balance (+1dB HF) were chosen to perceptually match the mixes from Techniques 1 and 2.

The three resultant stimuli were level matched by ear. These results were then confirmed by objective means. A Neumann KU-100 Dummy Head microphone was placed in the listening position at ear level, and used to record the playback of each stimulus. Integrated loudness measures (LUFS 9) were then performed for each recording. All stimuli were found to be within 0.5dB of each other.

Design and Implementation of Listening Test

A double-blind listening test was designed to identify possible salient perceptual differences between the three techniques. The test was implemented using Cycling 74’s Max/MSP software. Twenty-three subjects performed the test: all were either current students or faculty within the Graduate Program in Sound Recording at McGill University – all reported having normal hearing.

Subjects were seated in Studio 22’s listening position, were explained the testing conditions, and given time to familiarize themselves with the testing interface and stimuli (Fig 2). Definitions of the perceptual attributes being investigated were provided both verbally and in written form (see: Appendix A). Based on previous research into spatial audio evaluation [28, 29], Clarity, Scene Depth, Naturalness, Environmental Envelopment and Sound Source Envelopment were chosen. “Quality of Orchestral Image”, a new term, was included based on the sonic imaging goals of Technique 1.

For each trial, subjects were asked to evaluate mixes labelled “A”, “B”, and “C” for a given attribute, using a set of continuous sliders (0-100). Anchor words were provided at the extremes of each slider. Since absolute anchors were not given at intervals along the scales, these measurements are relative and not absolute. To reduce scaling bias, subjects were instructed to always rate the mix they felt was the “most” or “best” of a given attribute as 100%, then using that as a reference, rate the other two accordingly. More than one mix could be rated 100%. After completing ratings for a given attribute, the subject was asked to choose the mix they preferred, regardless of the perceptual attribute being investigated. Subjects could switch between playback of A, B, and C or stop the audio at any point – playback was continuously looped. The test was administered in blocks of three trials per attribute, for a total of 18 trials. This was done to allow subjects to focus on one perceptual attribute at a time. For each trial, stimulus assignments to A, B,
and C were randomized. The order of trial blocks was also randomized. Subjects were instructed to set a comfortable listening level before completing the first trial, and then leave the level unchanged for the remainder of the test. At the test’s midway point was an enforced rest period of 1 minute. Subjects took an average of 25 minutes to complete the test. Upon completion, subjects were instructed to fill out a short demographic survey.

Figure 2: Testing GUI

5 Results

Attributes

The mean ratings, for each attribute, for each technique are shown in Figure 3. For all attributes, Techniques 1 and 2 were rated quite high and similar, whereas Technique 3 was rated quite low. The results of a one-way repeated measures ANOVA on each attribute can be seen in Table 3, and show that the differences seen in the ratings for each attribute is significant. Post-hoc Bonferroni corrected pair-wise t-tests show that significant differences exist between Technique 3 and both other techniques for all attributes. Post-hoc tests also show that a significant difference between Techniques 1 and 2 exists only for the attribute “sound source envelopment”. It should also be noted that significance at the 95% level was almost achieved for the “naturalness” attribute as well.

Figure 3: Average rating for each attribute. Colour represents the three different recording techniques. EE = environmental envelopment, Na = naturalness, QOI = quality of orchestral image, SD = scene depth, SSE = sound source envelopment.

Table 3 ANOVA and Post-Hoc on Attribute Ratings

Preference

Preference for each technique was measured by counting the number of times a given technique was chosen as the most preferred (Table 4).

Table 4 Contingency Table for Preference

A Chi-Square test shows that difference in preference is significant, $\chi^2(2) = 218.6, p < .001$. 
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Technique 3’s large deviation from the expected random frequency (~33.3%) is likely the cause of this significant difference. Given that Technique 3 received so few preference counts, it can be dropped from the analysis, and a binomial test on the counts for Techniques 1 and 2 can be performed. In this case, Technique 1 was significantly preferred over Technique 2, $p < .001$ with a confidence interval of 0.54-0.64.

With this test design, attributes and preference were rated by the participants simultaneously. It is therefore important to know if the attribute being rated for a given trial influenced preference. In this case, the attribute being rated did not have a significant effect on the preference ratings $x^2(2) = 13.18, p = 0.21$.

**Correlation of Attributes**

Having the same three stimuli (techniques) rated along several different attributes allows for investigating rating correlation between said attributes. The results (Table 5) show that there is a high positive correlation between all pairs of attributes. The correlation coefficients are significant to at least the $p = 0.05$ level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Clarity</th>
<th>EE</th>
<th>QOI</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOI</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Pearson correlation matrix between attributes

The relationship between attribute ratings for each stimuli and preference ratings is visualized in Figure 4. It shows that when a given technique is preferred, it also receives much higher ratings along all attributes. The magnitude of this difference appears to be similar between all attributes.

## Discussion

### Overall Performance of Recording Techniques

Figure 3 shows a clear similarity of ratings between Techniques 1 and 2 for all the subjective attributes under investigation: clarity, scene depth, naturalness, environmental envelopment, sound source envelopment, and quality of orchestral image. Given this, and its consistently high mean scores across all attributes, the three-dimensional recording technique proposed in [1] should be considered a well-performing, valid production technique for three-dimensional orchestral music recording. Concepts from both Technique 1 and 2 could also easily be combined to form any number of hybrid techniques. For example, broadcast recordings involving picture would benefit from the bottom channel microphone design from Technique 2, which is more visually transparent.

Also very clear are the consistently low scores across all perceptual attributes for Technique 3. This matches well with the trend observed in previous research comparing two-dimensional recording techniques (see: introduction). For example, [17] observed a lack of depth and adequate spatial impression for the Soundfield MKV, a 1st order ambisonics recording system. These observations are echoed in the current study, with the Eigenmike performing poorly for Scene Depth, Environmental Envelopment and Sound Source...
Envelopment. Spherical HOA microphones, although a convenient alternative to large spaced microphone arrays, may not yet be suited to professional 3D music recording, especially given the monitoring difficulties discussed in section 3.

**Naturalness and Sound Source Envelopment**

“Naturalness” appears frequently as a subjective attribute in multichannel audio evaluation, and has been shown to correlate strongly with the impression of “presence” [28] and overall preference of sound quality [36]. Frequently observed by both subjects and researchers were unpleasant and unnatural “out of phase” sonic artefacts present in Technique 3. This may explain why amongst all attributes, Technique 3’s mean rating was lowest for “naturalness”. In this study, a lack of perceived “naturalness” may also be an issue of perspective bias. Techniques 1 and 2 deliver a “cinematic” perspective for reproduced orchestral music, with the orchestra appearing entirely in front of the listener – a perspective most listeners have grown accustomed to. Technique 3, however, presents a much wider orchestral image, with direct sound sources covering almost 180° of frontal sound, likely due to the spherical nature of the Eigenmike. It is possible that the more “wrap-around” direct sound perspective delivered by Technique 3 is also perceived as being “unnatural”.

Rumsey has written, “Envelopment, on the other hand, must be subdivided into environmental envelopment and source-related envelopment, the former being similar to LEV in concert halls and the latter to envelopment by one or more dry or direct foreground sound sources.” [30] It was assumed that Technique 3’s wider orchestral image would be rated highly for Sound Source Envelopment. However, although that attribute represented Technique 3’s highest rated mean, it still scored well below Techniques 1 and 2. Clearly, listeners did not find a wider “wrap around” orchestral image to be more enveloping. In this study, the listeners’ impression of Sound Source Envelopment may be closer to Griesinger’s concept of Continual Spatial Impression [5] – a fusion of continuous direct sound and reflected energy that results in a sense of envelopment connected to the sound source. Technique 1 seems to best represent this type of spatial impression.

**Cultural Bias in Preference**

Technique 1 was created by a graduate of McGill University’s Graduate Program in Sound Recording. That this technique was significantly preferred by current students and faculty within that same program could point to a strong bias within the results. Arrangements have been made to perform the same listening test at Tokyo University of the Arts to investigate possible cultural trends towards 3D microphone technique preference.
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Appendix A: Attribute Definitions

**Sound Source Envelopment:** "The sense of being enveloped by a group of sound sources.” [30]

**Environmental Envelopment:** "The sense of being enveloped by reverberant or environmental sound.” [30]

**Clarity:** “The clearer the sound, the more details you can perceive in it.” [35]

**Naturalness:** “A sound is natural if it gives you a realistic impression, as opposed to sounding artificial.” [35]

**Quality of Orchestral Image:** A “high quality” orchestral image is defined as being a cohesive, anchored sound image, with well-defined horizontal and vertical extent.”

**Scene Depth:** “The overall impression of the depth of the sound image. Takes into consideration both overall depth of scene, and the relative depth of the individual sound sources.” [29]